
BEC provides data capture solutions that increase 
productivity, business transaction accuracy and 

ultimately, improves bottom line profits. The eSmart® 
data capture suite consists of a number of data 

capture modules designed to automate a variety 
of business processes.  The modules can be 

used independently or together to provide 
real time, accurate data, resulting in slicker 

processes and smoother operations 
throughout your business. BEC offers 
the complete package from planning 
to completion, including hardware, 
RF or wired infrastructure, software 
and support. With BEC’s expertise 
you get seamless integration of the 
eSmart® data capture solution into 
your existing business system and 
benefit from a strong return on 

investment.

eSmart® SFDC
BEC’s shop floor data 
capture solutions provide 
your business with the 
hardware and software 
tools you need to gather 
essential data from the 
factory floor quickly, 

efficiently and accurately. 

Modular data capture 
suite tailored to your 
business needs.

Accurate management 
information and    
increased efficiency.  

Automate data 
capture and eliminate 
human error.

Remove duplication 
of effort, drive  cost 
savings in admin, 
auditing and labour 
activities.

Complete traceability 
of products and 
operations, from 
goods in through to 
final delivery.

Optimise the use of 
assets, plant and 
workforce.

Solution
 Partnerwww.becsi.co.uk

eSmart® Data Capture

Remove Cost from your Business



From work in progress (WIP) to time and 
attendance, eSmart® SFDC gives you real time, 
accurate information at any given moment.

eSmart® Voice 
Voice directed technology provides hands free, 
eyes free and paperless advantages. With 
voice recognition and speech synthesis, you 
can verify and instruct in real time, improve 
accuracy, customer satisfaction and overall 
productivity.

eSmart® Automation
Automating your processes removes human 
error and accelerates your production line, 
saving money.  The eSmart® Automation system 
provides enhanced packaging conformance, 
improved production line throughput and 
reduced staffing costs.  It works with robotics, 
vision and conveyor systems to name a few.

eSmart® Tracker
Whether you have trucks, trailers, heavy plant, 
food products or reusable containers, the 
eSmart® Tracker solution allows you to track, 
trace, protect, maintain and optimise the 
utilisation of your assets. 

eSmart® Warehouse
BEC’s eSmart® Warehouse solution drives 
down costs and optimises the efficiency of 
your warehouse.  It streamlines operations 
and provides full visibility of your stock and 
pick performance in real-time.  With accurate 

and reliable stock records, your warehouse or 
distribution centre can reduce wastage and 
improve customer satisfaction.

eSmart® Out Of Premise
Wherever your field personnel are and 
whatever they do, you can reduce paperwork, 
expedite invoicing and improve customer 
satisfaction.  BEC’s eSmart® Out of Premise 
provides accurate real-time information about 
job progress and enables more efficient 
planning.  The solution is easily customisable 
for all your electronic proof of delivery, asset 
management, van sales or field service needs. 

eSmart® Console.
BEC’s eSmart® Console provides a real time 
window into your business processes, giving 
you an instant snapshot of operational and 
employee efficiencies.  Arriving ‘out of the 
box’ with a range of standard dashboards and 
reports, the console is easily tailored to provide 
‘role specific’ screens.  Your team can then 
view business critical information in a format 
that suits them.  The console also supports 
automatic alarm triggers, alerting supervisory 
staff when key performance indicators fall 
below the expected levels

Call for a FREE consultation on: 01254 688088 
or visit www.becsi.co.uk
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